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PER CURIAM: 

  Edward Capers was found guilty by a jury of being a 

felon in possession of a weapon, in violation of 18 U.S.C. 

§ 922(g) (2006).  On appeal, he contests certain statements made 

by the Government in closing arguments, alleging they deprived 

him of a fair trial.  For the reasons that follow, we affirm.   

  We note that a district court possesses broad 

discretion to control closing argument, and its exercise of 

discretion will not be overturned absent a clear abuse.  United 

States v. Baptiste, 596 F.3d 214, 226 (4th Cir. 2010).  A 

defendant, to succeed on a claim of prosecutorial misconduct, 

must show that the prosecutor’s remarks were improper and that 

they prejudicially affected his substantial rights so as to 

deprive him of a fair trial.  United States v. Scheetz, 293 F.3d 

175, 185-86 (4th Cir. 2002) (citing review factors).  In this 

case all but one comment is subject to plain error, as the trial 

counsel failed to object to the comments at the time.  See Fed. 

R. Crim. P. 52(b); United States v. Olano, 507 U.S. 725, 731–32 

(1993). 

  We find no plain error committed by the district court 

during closing arguments.  Regarding the prosecutor’s comments 

inviting the jurors to put themselves in the shoes of the 

victims — the so-called “golden rule” comments — we find no 

abuse of discretion.  The court sustained Capers’ objection to 
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the argument, and the evidence of Capers’ guilt was 

overwhelming.  Thus, we do not find that this argument deprived 

Capers of a fair trial.  Scheetz, 293 F.3d at 185.   

  Accordingly, we affirm Capers’ conviction.  We 

dispense with oral argument because the facts and legal 

contentions are adequately presented in the materials before the 

court and argument would not aid the decisional process.  

 

AFFIRMED 

 


